Example 1

Defending team shoots ball out of bounds
Example 2

Defending team shoots ball out of bounds
Example 3

Play is frozen, no team is solely responsible for the stoppage.
Example 4

If Team B has ‘Set the line’

If Team B has NOT ‘Set the line’

Play is frozen, no team is solely responsible for the stoppage
Example 5

Play is frozen, Team A is solely responsible for the stoppage
Example 6

If Team B has 'Set the line'
If Team B has NOT 'Set the line'

Play is frozen, Team B is solely responsible for the stoppage
Example 7

Ball goes out of bounds off an official
Example 8

Ball goes out of bounds off an official
Example 9

Ball goes out of bounds off an official
Example 10

Ball deflects out of bounds off a defending player
Example 11

Hand pass from defending to neutral zone
Example 12

Hand pass in the neutral zone
Example 13

Hand pass from outside attacking blue line to inside the line

If Team A has \textit{NOT} \textit{‘Set the line’} and Team B has \textit{‘Set the line’}
Example 14

Hand pass inside attacking zone with line set
Example 15

Hand pass inside the attacking blue line
Example 16*

Player plays ball with high stick

*penalty

If Team A has **NOT** 'Set the line'

If Team A has 'Set the line'

Drop here

Drop here

Loss of zone
Example 17

Attacking team shoots ball out of bounds
Example 18

If Team B has ‘Set the line’

If Team B has **NOT** ‘Set the line’

Attacking team shoots ball out of bounds
Example 19

Attacking team shoots or dumps ball, unplayable on back of net.
Example 20

Ball shot from outside attacking blue line, hits crossbar, goes out of bounds

If Team B has ‘Set the line’
If Team B has **NOT** ‘Set the line’
Example 21

Ball shot from defending zone deflects out of bounds off opponent
Example 22

Pass from defending zone, recipient receives pass offside (immediate)
Example 23

Pass from neutral zone behind red line, recipient receives pass offside (immediate)
Example 24

Pass from outside attacking blue line, recipient receives pass offside (immediate)
Example 25

Team A            Team B

A

Plays the ball

A

Drop here

A

Plays the ball

Delayed offside
Example 26

Team A            Team B

Immediate offside

A

Drop here

A

A.